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Congratulations… 
 
…on downloading this free report on the 7 Mega Mistakes To  
Avoid In Creating And Selling Your Online Course. 

If you are looking to grow your practice beyond traditional 1:1 
nutrition and dietitian services you are in the right place!   

Integrating courses and group programs into your practice not 
only creates additional revenue streams for you but it allows you 
to effectively leverage your time by serving more people and it 
provides a way to scale up.  Once the heavy lifting is done with 
the creation of your product or course, you have an asset in your 
business that, if launched properly, can generate income over 
and over again for long periods of time.   This makes for not only 
a healthy business model but also provides you with a way to 
serve your audience in different ways at varying price points.  It’s 
truly a win/win! 

So what does it take to create a course or group workshop that 
sells?  First the obvious...it must deliver on what it promises - 
ideally in a professional yet accessible way.  It leads your 
participants to a specific health outcome, something deeply 
important to them that they’ve been struggling with up to this 
point!  It solves a “pain point” they’ve been feeing, and they see 
positive change in their lives and well-being from taking your 
course. 

But of course, before a class or group program can achieve those 
outcomes, people have to buy it. That means getting it in front of 
the right prospects and converting them to paying clients. It’s 
often the marketing of an online course or group program that’s 
the biggest challenge for course creators.  
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In this report, we’re going to examine some of the most common 
mistakes people make when creating and marketing their online 
courses and group programs. And, most importantly, we’ll talk 
about how you can avoid making these mistakes when launching 
your own course and what to do that works! 

How should I read this report? 

As a business coach who specializes in mentoring Nutritionists 
and Dietitians, I promise, I’ve seen every single one of these 
mistakes, and I’ve even made some of them myself! 

So I urge you to read this report with some real focus on these 
tricky issues, and to take the time up front to plan and prepare 
accordingly so you can have a phenomenal success!  It’s WORTH 
IT, I promise, to enjoy the leveraged, exponential income that 
comes with offering courses and group programs – not to 
mention that you’re helping so many more people.  
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Mistake #1: 

You Don’t Have Clear Goals for Your Launch 
Of Your Course 

When you’re launching a product such as a digital course, group 
program or workshop you must be clear on your own desires and 
expectations. Clarifying your goals means you know what to aim 
for and what tasks will support what you’re trying to achieve. This 
clarity will keep you motivated and focused on the outcomes of 
your launch. And when you achieve those goals, you can feel 
satisfied that you’ve accomplished something great. 

Avoid this mistake by doing the following: 

Decide on the type of launch, as this will influence your goals: 

• A timed open/close launch – meaning a course with a 
specific start and end date -- will allow you to set specific 
goals from that launch. 

• An evergreen strategy where your cart remains open all 
year-round means people can buy the course at any time, 
and you’re looking at annual goals. �  
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Answer these questions: 

• Why are you launching this online course now?  
• What amount of income does your launch need to bring in to 

make it worth the time and cost?  
• If you re-run the course at other times, after it’s been 

created, what is the possible “upside” income likelihood 
given all the preliminary work has been done? 

• What will you price your course/workshop/product? 
• What are the primary ways you will spread the word and 

market your course?   

 

Mistake #2:  

Not Delivering What Your Audience TRULY 
Wants  

This is a big one.  It often stems from making assumptions about 
what we THINK our target market wants but not taking the time 
to validate the idea to ensure that the course topic actually solves 
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one of their most urgent problems.  Yep, that’s right.  The most 
successful digital programs and courses not only solve problems 
for your audience, they are positioned to help provide resolution 
to the MOST top-of-mind challenges that people are experiencing.  

Before you get attached to a course idea it’s important to take 
the necessary steps to validate that it’s something that your 
target audience actually wants badly enough and they are willing 
to invest their resources into.   

Avoid this mistake by doing the following:  

• Assess whether or not your course or workshop topic solves a 
significant need or problem for your target market.  Ideally it 
addresses one of their greatest struggles and they are highly 
motivated to do what it takes to solve it. 

• Interview potential participants!  Talk to them, listen to their 
pain, assess whether this particular offering would be 
compelling enough for them to take action! 

• Give your course or workshop a highly compelling, specific and 
benefits driven name.  For an added specificity, try adding a 
quantifiable element to the title (or benefit): 

“Unbounded Energy: How to Bust Fog and Fatigue in 90 
Days” 

• Keep your content focused on solving the one key problem to 
avoid firehosing people with too much information which often 
leads to overwhelm.    
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Mistake #3:  

You Aren’t Giving Prospective Customers the 
Chance to Get to Know You 

As we said before, a marriage proposal on the first date isn’t the 
ideal way to win someone’s heart. Selling prematurely to your 
leads isn’t the best strategy to win their business. Even if you 
have people in your sales funnel, they aren’t necessarily ready to 
buy.  

Sales are about people selling to people, even in a digital world. 
However, people are wary of spending money on someone they 
don’t know; even more so if they’ve fallen for the hype of 
exaggerated marketing in the past. The more you come across as 
approachable, knowledgeable, and helpful, the better chance you 
have of selling to them at the right time. But they need more 
ways to get to know you than just the content you post on your 
blog or social media.�   
 
Avoid this mistake by doing the following:  
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Give your sales funnel a personal touch from the get-go.  Put an 
introductory video on your website so people can see your face 
and hear your voice and begin to build trust with you.  

• Tell the story of your own challenges and how you’ve 
overcome them 

• Share updates about what’s happening in your business 
and life (as appropriate)  

• Regularly livestream through Facebook, Instagram, or 
YouTube Live 

• Set up a free webinar to answer questions and give live 
help 

• Do blogs, live talks, write local and online articles 

Record testimonials of other people talking about you and your 
work  

 

  
 

Mistake #4:  

You’re Sending People Directly to a Sales 
Page That Doesn’t Convert 

Your sales page is crucial to your online success. But however 
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effective it is in getting your message across, you will miss out on 
sales if you send people who aren’t ready to buy yet straight to 
your sales page. 

There are two parts to this mistake: 

1. You’re sending people directly to a sales page 

2. Your sales page doesn’t convert them into buyers 

Think of sales like a personal relationship. Would you be surprised 
if your date asked you to marry them on your first night out? Yes, 
and you might run away screaming!  Sales, like marriage, need to 
be built up to.�  

Avoid this mistake by doing the following: 

1. Don’t send people to the sales page straight away 

• Instead, set up a sales funnel and bring new people in at 
the earliest stage. Offer them useful and insightful free 
content which will help them solve a problem. They’ll see 
how valuable this is and want to learn more from you. 

• Then offer more in depth-content, such as a free webinar 
or shorter no-cost training, to give them a taste of what 
would be in your larger program.  

• This way, you can develop interest in you and your 
course, and you take people gently through a logical 
process towards the point of sale.�  

2. Revamp your sales page to make it more powerful 

A)  When you get to the point of sending someone to your sales 
page, you need to be confident that it will lead them to buy. 
Look at your page, test out separate elements, and choose 
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high-converting templates with video. 
B)  Ask yourself these questions: 

• Headline - Is it catchy? Is it unambiguous? 
• Sub-headings – Do they encourage people to read on? 
• Course benefits - Can potential students understand 

what they will gain from the course?  
• Course features – Is your course process clear so 

people know what they are committing to? 
• Incentives to buy – Are you giving bonuses for rapid 

sign-ups? Or discounts for the first 10 people who 
register?  

• Calls to action – Are they compelling? 
• Payment – Is it easy for people to pay? Are you offering 

payment plans?  
• Image, color, and design – Is it consistent with your 

brand? 

 

Mistake #5:  

Poor Follow Up and Lack Luster Incentives  
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People are procrastinators by nature and often won’t ready to buy 
the first time they see your offer. So you can deliver the most 
amazing webinar full of value that leads into a solid upsell - but 
that doesn’t mean your audience will pull the trigger in that 
moment to buy.  It’s human nature to put off the pain of parting 
with their hard-earned money until they’re absolutely confident it 
will pay off. 

There’s also the “rule of 7” to consider whereby people don’t 
respond to a message (i.e. an ad) until they’ve seen it a 
whopping seven times. Nowadays we are all so bombarded with 
messaging that number is likely even higher - some say that the 
message must be seen closer to 11 - 15 times before the person 
is ready to take notice.   

Unfortunately many marketers drop the ball by not taking the 
time upfront to develop a strategy for a well orchestrated follow 
up plan or launch sequence.  This means that you’re missing the 
opportunity to get in front of your people with compelling 
messaging multiple times over the course of their decision 
making process which often leads to indecision or a big “no” 
because they are not yet convinced of the value your course or 
workshop will provide.  Some course creators also forget to 
include some special incentives such as early bird pricing and 
other fast action bonuses all designed to help people reach a 
buying decision.    

Avoid this mistake by doing the following: 

• Create an effective follow up sequence by deciding in 
advance the topic of each email that needs to be sent out 
and assigning dates to each of them.  

• Be sure to draft your emails in advance so you’re not 
scrambling to put them together at the last minute. 
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• Include two kinds of incentives to create urgency and 
scarcity to your offer 

• Early bird pricing incentive 
• Special bonus for the first “x” number of people who 

enroll  
• Try to avoid excessive worry about emailing your list too 

frequently.  Studies show that infrequent emails can lead to 
less than stellar results so it’s important to get your 
message out there on a consistent basis.  And remember, if 
people unsubscribe, they most likely weren’t ever going to 
become paying clients or customers so try not to overthink 
it.   

 

 
 

Mistake #6:  

There Are Technical Glitches in Your Sales 
Process 

A launch is full of many moving parts which need to connect and 
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work together seamlessly. 

Sometimes technical problems are unavoidable – your site goes 
down, you lose your Internet connection, you get a virus on your 
webpage, etc. These have to be fixed and may require external 
help to do so. 

But you must must MUST plan and test your entire sequence 
from start to finish.  There’s nothing worse than a whole group of 
people coming to attend your free webinar and then, alas, the 
broadcast doesn’t play!  Many errors and problems can be 
avoided from advanced testing of all technical elements. 

One of the most crucial tools that needs to work seamlessly is 
your shopping cart. If you’ve ever gone to a sales page wanting 
to buy, then pressed the cart button and got an error message, 
you’ll know this. You probably left the page without purchasing 
the product - your visitors will do the same! 

Avoid this mistake by doing the following: 

• Double (and triple) check that all the connections work two 
or three days before your cart opens. Get a friend to check 
too, or your VA, so you know that all the sequences work 
and people get what they sign up for.  

• Make sure your shopping cart is programmed to take the 
currency you want.  Set up a dummy payment to your 
account to ensure money can be taken in the greatest 
variety of ways, e.g. credit card, electronic wallet, etc.  

• Look at the mobile and tablet views of your sales page in 
addition to the desktop view. Many people buy from their 
smartphones, so your copy needs to look good on this 
format too. If it doesn’t, then tweak it. 

• Use an all-in-one platform that does all the connecting up 
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for you if you’re unsure of your technical abilities, and /or 
hire a great technical VA! 

 

Mistake #7: 

Not Tweaking Your Launch For Maximum 
Sales 

There are several steps, obviously, in the process of launching a 
course.  If a course doesn’t sell the way you’d hoped, don’t just 
quit!  Instead, it’s important to investigate where things “broke 
down” and make adjustments.  This can lead to a very lucrative 
future. 

For example, in an Evergreen launch (where the product is 
available year round), there’s typically a sequence whereby the 
potential client gets something for free (i.e. a report), then 
experiences a follow-up email sequence that invites them to a 
webinar, then attends the webinar, then hears about the upsell of 
the paid course, and then is sent to a sale page for the paid 
course, and then finally buys. 

If you are not making sales, where is the breakdown?   
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For example: 

• What if the opt-in page for the free report just isn’t 
compelling? 

• What if after the free-report, the follow-up emails are not 
being opened? 

• What if the webinar itself has a lukewarm upsell of your 
offer? 

• What if your sales page is meandering and doesn’t have a 
firm call to action? 

Often times finding the one “stuck point” where things are getting 
derailed and fixing it can lead to a huge burst of sales! 

So take the time to investigate and tweak!  You’ve already put so 
much effort into creating a sequence, instead of just saying “oh 
well, I guess this just didn’t work,” take the time to find out why. 

Often a technical VA and or mentor coach can help assess your 
process and see what tweak could bring you thousands of 
additional dollars! 

Dietitians and Nutritionists: 

Are you ready to create and sell an amazing, 
lucrative, leveraged course or workshop? 

On October 23, 2019 I am offering an All-New, Info-Packed 
Webinar on the subject and you are already enrolled to attend! 

 

BRAND NEW WEBINAR: 
 

“YOUR ONLINE COURSE IN 2020: 
SALES FUNNEL SECRETS FOR FILLING 

YOUR CLASS OR WORKSHOP” 
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October 23rd, 2019 

5pm PT, 6pm MT, 7pm CT, 8pm ET 

Just go here at the time of the webinar: 

 
https://zoom.us/j/814581292 

We’re going to cover some very juicy stuff! 
 

• How to turn your expertise into exponential income through 
leveraged and passive offers 

 
• How to design a sales funnel, so that your prospects are 

effortlessly guided from finding you to buying from you 
 

• The advantages and differences between an open enrollment 
course or an evergreen product 

 
• 2 key incentives that get people to “buy now” 

 
• How to be paid in advance to create your passive income 

product! 
 

• And more… 

 
Once again, here’s where to go on October 23rd for the webinar: 

 
 
 

https://zoom.us/j/814581292 
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